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Celebrating World Book Day in Style

TPPS have been getting involved too!

World Book Day 2021 is certainly one
we shall remember. Pupils have enjoyed
logging in to online lessons dressed up as
a book character – some have even had
the surprise of having their English lesson
taught by Cruella de Vil, Stanley from
Holes or Sid the cat from Six Dinner Sid!
As always, there has been a tremendous
amount of originality and effort with the
outfits. A popular book choice this year
was David Walliams’ The Midnight Gang
which allowed for some very warm and
cosy ‘working from home’ attire!

Pupils have also enjoyed some
other World Book Day activities in lessons
including a special online assembly hosted
by David Walliams, a Kahoot Book Quiz and
some video book reviews by Year 7 and 8
pupils. There is still plenty of time to enter
the TPS World Book Day competitions –
writing about a day in the life of a fictional
character or designing a book in a shoebox.
Don’t forget to enjoy your special
World Book Day voucher which was sent
out as a digital version this year.
Jane Burton, Head of English TPS
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The Head has his say....
I hope that all of you are keeping
safe and well. I know that we have some
international boarders who are unable to
return to school quite yet, but it is very
exciting to be able to look forward to
seeing nearly everyone back in school
again next week. The first day back to
school last September (after the Summer term of remote
learning) was one of my happiest days in teaching, and I am
sure that next Tuesday will feel equally joyous.
Thank you to all parents, grandparents and others
who have supported our pupils so magnificently at home
since the start of this term. We are extremely appreciative of
the juggling that has had to take place and of the tenacity
and resourcefulness which has helped keep our children
going so successfully in their remote learning.
It has been very interesting to monitor how pupils
have coped with remote learning. Some have found things
more straightforward than others, and for those who have
found it challenging, it has presented good opportunities
to develop important attitudes to learning like positivity,
curiosity, persistence and resilience. The staff and I are
extremely proud of what all of our pupils have achieved
during the past two months; well done to them all!
Yesterday was a special day, and thank you to Mrs
Burton for inspiring our school community to make such
a success of World Book Day. Seeing Arwen (Lord of the
Rings), Sherlock Holmes, Andy Warhol, White (Wolf Wilder)
and Indiana Jones in our classes yesterday provided great
entertainment and I was very impressed with the book
reviews sent in by pupils. Please do check out our Facebook
page if you have a moment! Inspiring pupils to read is a
huge priority for us all of the time, and we are constantly

running reading challenges (with lucrative £10 Amazon
vouchers as Headmaster’s prizes for those who meet those
challenges!). Very well done to all parents and pupils who
helped make yesterday such a magical day!
The 11+ scholarships process has now come to an
end and we had a good number of very strong applications
in all areas. The number of scholarship awards were pretty
evenly spread across all of the areas (Academic, Sports,
Music, Dance, Drama, Design Technology, and Art), and both
external and internal applications were treated exactly the
same in all respects. We are certainly on track to have some
high-flying classes for the start of Year 7.
Finally, we had another very good Online Open
Morning in February, and I am pleased to report that we are
experiencing very strong demand for places. In the Prep
School, day pupils wanting to join Year 3 in September are
having to go onto a waiting list and there are limited day
and boarding places available in all of the other year groups,
some of which are nearly full. The message to families with
younger children must be to join us in Pre-Prep or Nursery,
since they then have guaranteed places into Year 3, as
well as enjoying the outstanding opportunities offered by
our whole-school pathway. We can all be proud and feel
privileged to be part of such a sought after school.
Very good luck to those pupils taking part in our
Speech and Drama online event today, as well as those
dancers who are contributing to our new Spring Term Online
Dance Showcase. I hope that you can all enjoy some very
well-deserved rest over the weekend.
				
Mr Andrew Edwards
					
Headmaster

News from Nursery and Pre-Prep
The light is there – we can see
it! On behalf of the team I want to
express how excited we all are about the
prospect of the children returning into
school on Monday and I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you for all
that you have done to assist both your children and the staff,
whilst your child has been out of school and ‘working from
home.’
Thank you to all our parents for your efforts in
supporting World Book Day. The children always love the
day and the opportunity to dress up. I know that this has
been slightly different this year with some of the children
dressing up remotely with others in school. However, the
discussion about authors, stories, books and characters is
always enriching.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

Red Nose Day – Please bring a donation and the
children can wear mufti on Friday 12th March 2021 for this
event in the first week back. We politely request that you
don’t send your child into school with a red nose. Thoughts
around the potential sharing of these are very off-putting at
this time.
Have a lovely weekend.
				
			

Mrs Louise Leah,
Head of Nursery and Pre-Prep
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Year 3 Explore Roman Baths
Not to be deterred by a global
pandemic, Year 3 had a virtual visit to the
Roman Baths on Friday. We were treated
to a virtual tour by non-other than Michael
Rosen who guided us round the historic
buildings before having a live, interactive
session with staff from the famous heritage
site itself. During this session children
were shown a variety of Roman artefacts
from sandals and jugs to Roman ear wax
removers and had to establish whether
these were real or replica items. Both
classes demonstrated curiosity, inference

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

and excellent subject knowledge as they
established which the original items were.
As part of the experience, pupils were
invited to dress up and we were astounded
at some of the brilliant outfits, jewellery
and headwear which were fashioned. In
addition, pupils used their knowledge of
Roman foods and cooking to create some
delicious sounding Roman menus, littered
with descriptive language because, had we
been in school this week, we would have
shared a delicious Roman Feast. As this
is always such a popular event, we didn’t

want the children to miss out and so we are
hugely grateful to families for supporting
the baking of traditional Roman spelt
bread and providing a supply of dates,
figs, olive oil, meat and parmesan for the
children to eat. After such an action packed
morning and stomachs filled with Roman
food, we enjoyed some traditional Roman
board games in the afternoon. Great
fun was had by all and we look forward
to continuing our Roman adventures in
school next week.
Mrs Hill
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TPS World Book Day

Some students filmed some excellent book reviews too!

Alice

Atul

Ben

Charlie

Daisy

Eva

Frankie

Freya

Jonny

Oscar

Peter

Seth

Tomisin

Zachary
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TPPS World Book Day
In the Pre-Prep we have been celebrating World Book Day all week with lots of lovely activities honouring our love of books. The
Reception children have been busy making collages of their chosen World Book Day character as well as decorating book marks and
creating their own mini-book stories. In Year 1 the children have written bookworm reviews and drawn pictures of their favourite story
characters. They have also made monster and owl origami book marks. The Year 2s have made lists of their top 10 favourite books that
they would recommend to friends. They have also written book reviews, made book marks and painted a picture of the book character
that they dressed up as. They loved writing and illustrating miniature books too. The thrill of dressing up and seeing friends in their
costumes both at home and at school has made this World Book Day a very happy one despite the lockdown. It has been wonderful to
see such enthusiasm for books and book characters throughout the Pre-Prep.
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Music Matters
We in the TPS Music Department are so excited at the prospect of being able to welcome everybody back to school again and we assure
you that the right and appropriate measures will be in place (in terms of enhanced cleaning and social distancing) for our active, funfilled routine of one-to-one tuition and instrumental ensembles to all resume from Tuesday 9th March. Please look to the back pages of
this Courier edition to remind yourselves of the date and time of all our Performing Arts ensembles. Please also remember to bring your
instruments back to school on the day of your lessons and ensembles.
Meet two Year 7 Music Scholars
sharing some experiences of
their musical careers so far in
an interview with Mr Baker:
Daisy Challacombe plays the
Trombone and the Piano.
Jake Maloney is a Cellist and
Guitarist. Both these talented
Scholars play a big part in the
life of our Music Department
through their participation in
many of our Music Ensembles,
helping to enrich their musical
development whilst providing a
lot of fun and team-building.
Mr Baker (SB): How long
have you been playing your
instruments?
DAISY CHALLACOMBE (DC) I
started piano lessons when I
was in year 2. These were lessons at school, but I remember playing a
piano at a young age. In Year 3 I started playing the trombone.
JAKE MALONEY (JM) I started having cello lessons in Yr5 but I had
been playing the guitar and ukulele since before.
SB: What made you choose the instruments you play?
DC We had a piano at home so I was always curious about how to
play it. When I went into Year 3, I remember having taster lessons
with my friends. We had some free taster lessons and I really liked it
so I carried on.
JM There was an Open Instrumental Afternoon at school, where we
could go round the rooms in the music department trying different
instruments. I tried the flute and the cello and really enjoyed both,
but chose the cello. I started the ukulele when 6. I asked for lessons
for my birthday.
SB: What is the most difficult aspect about performing or playing
your instruments?
DC When performing the trombone, you need a lot of breath. Also
the timing of the breathing is really important. In a long piece of
music, you have to know where to breathe. My teacher helps me
choosing where to breath and I learn how to make those choices
myself each time I learn new pieces. Warming up before performing
is also important.
JM With the cello, one of the pieces I am playing now has really quick
bowing (which means you have to move your bow as fast as possible
in as short a time as possible). What I’m trying to do to make this
easier is to play with my bow as lightly as possible, which makes it
easy to bow.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

SB: What are
your first ever
memories of making
music or giving a
performance?
DC. Probably the first
piece I ever played on
the piano, there was
this book, a very basic
book with drawings,
and I remember
playing a piece called
“middle C” – this was about learning where middle C is on the piano.
When I got home after playing it in my lesson, I remember getting
really excited about it and made a little leaflet for my family and
telling them to come and listen to me playing it!
JM In my first guitar lesson, when I walked in and sat down, my
teacher realized the guitar was too big for me! He gave me a ukulele
which I could easily play and he showed me the strings and finger
position and what the numbers on the music mean.
SB: When was the time you felt most scared or most nervous
about performing music?
DC I felt really nervous at my first piano exam, a lot of people do,
but then it’s always ok afterwards, after you manage to get through
it and it’s all over. I was most nervous about my music scholarship
exam because when I was practising in the little room before going
into the hall, there was this piece I was practising and I kept getting
the same note wrong!
JM When I was in my cello exam, the bottom stick of my cello started
to slip so I ended up missing a note, which made me a bit scared.
SB: What is your strongest and most happy musical memory?
DC. When I got through my exam pieces. Such a happy feeling.
JM In guitar lesson, learning a piece. I got through it really well and
felt really proud of myself.
SB: What are your musical targets over the next 5-6 years until
you leave school?
DC Just keep going with my practising and going to as many music
ensembles when I’m older, this is great because there is so much
to learn when you play music in an ensemble especially with older
children who are advanced in music.
JM I’d love to be able to learn and play really hard pieces.
**Our latest and recent Performing Arts Café videos, as well as
special performances like our Year 7 and 8 Showcases and the Dance
Showcase, are all on our main Performing Arts page on the school
Firefly portal**
Sam Baker, Music Teacher and School Organist
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Year 2 Competition Success

Recently the National Grid ran a competition to encourage
children to think about renewable energy and how to help the
environment. The
winners were
This term, Nursery 4 have enjoyed exploring the world!
announced at the
We have made our own aeroplanes to imagine flying on holiday!
end of last month
We have travelled to Italy to play with pasta and opened our own
and we are thrilled
pizzeria. This week we’ve been to Iceland to find out about ice,
that Cornelia won
puffins and volcanoes.
first prize with her
The Nursery 4 Team
3D model of an
office using only
green energy. The
judges were not
only impressed
with her model
but also her
knowledge and
passion for the
environment.
Well done
Cornelia! We are
very proud of you.
Mrs Cooper

Balancing Pencils
6S were challenged to a pencil balancing competition by
their tutor Mr Swires. Josh Smith won with over 5 minutes!

Performing Arts Cafes
Tuesday 19th January
Tuesday 26th January
Tuesday 2nd February

Year 7 Simply the Best
Tuesday 9th February

Year 8 Simply the Best
Tuesday 23rd February
Tuesday 2nd March
Tuesday 9th March
Tuesday 16th March
Tuesday 23rd March

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME
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Year 1 learn about Dragons
Year One have been very busy
learning all about Komodo dragons using
a report story map and report language.
Did you know Komodo dragons can grow
up to three metres long. Interestingly
adult Komodo dragons eat baby Komodo
dragons....ahhhh! We drew and labelled
Komodo dragons and wrote lots of facts
about them. Komodo dragons come
from Indonesia. There are lots of active
volcanoes in Indonesia; we had a go at

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

making our own volcano in Science. We
have continued to work hard at our Maths
focussing on odds and evens, doubles,
fractions and lots of number bonds.
Mrs Lawson, Miss Stafford, Miss Rhodes
and I are really
looking forward
to welcoming
the children back
to school next
week. We would

especially like to thank all of our Year One
families for their dedication and support
with homeschooling this term. You are all
amazing.
The Year One Team
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Lockdown Landlubbers celebrate Shanty Singing
Not to be outdone by Captain CookColeman and First Mate Barnacle-Burnett
in their recent version of the wonderful
Wellerman song, some of our Year 3 and 5
young pirates have written and performed
their own Sea Shanties during Performing
Arts lessons. The link to the Firefly page

with some of the pupils’ poems and
performances is here: https://intranet.
tauntonschool.co.uk/music-drama-anddance/music-and-performing-arts/year-5/
sea-shanties

clicking on the link above, or by logging
into the site with pupils’ credentials and
clicking “Music and Performing Arts”, then
“Year 5”, and then “Sea Shanties”.
Sam Baker, Music Teacher and
School Organist

The page on Firefly can be found by

Here are the words to my sea shanty
Oscar Dyson

there once was a pirate who sailed the sea
and all he ate was sugar and cheese
he had a parrot called evil Steve
and all it did was squawk and sneeze
He robbed other people and stole their money
but they didn’t find it very funny
he bought lots of cheese to fill his tummy
but he still sucked his thumb and he used a dummy
his name was Dennis and he wasn’t very tall
he wished his mummy had called him Paul
his favourite game was Pirate Ball
which involved throwing cheese at a big fat wall
This is the story of Dennis the Pirate
And this is the end of the song!

Sea Shanty by Elizabeth Mews
There once was a virus that spread so far,
across the sea and around the world.
Its name was Covid, it spread so fast
and it killed a lot of people.
It closed the schools for many a week
and homeschooling became the thing.
For day after day the pupils tried their best at maths and English.
They hope one day they can come back together to run around the
playground.
There once was a virus that spread so far,
across the sea and around the world.
Its name was Covid, it spread so fast
and it killed a lot of people.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME
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Year 5 Journey to Jo'burg
Year 5 have had a very productive time learning during remote lessons. They have
been focussing on their topic 'Out of Africa' and have enjoyed exploring different aspects
of the topic. In English, they have been focussing on the novel 'Journey to Jo'burg' by
Beverley Naidoo and have delved into the many themes. They have enjoyed writing
speeches to end apartheid, postcards to explain the Soweto uprisings and book reviews to
encourage others to read the book. During the Humanities subjects, they have explored
Africa, discovered the land forms across the deserts and created their own desert animals.
They have enjoyed exploring the slave trade and how it was so prominent in Britain and
Africa - researching life on plantations and writing to the government to end the trading
of slaves. Year 5 have been fantastic throughout this period of remote learning and we are
very proud of all of you and your achievements. Really well done, Year 5.
Mrs Hendy & Miss Sewell
my "portheid

people ot South Africa.
my name Tiro qnd I stand here before vou on this auspicious day to put an end to the
horrors of Apartheid. I believe, and so should every man, woman and child, black and white,
that all people should be treated equally.
Apartheid is one thinq and one thinq only: a continuous circle of hopelessness. And I wish to
put a halt to this! I wish that this cruel iniustice would end, once and for all. I wish that we

would climb to the top ot this mountain of separatism, and come down the other side.
toqether, as equals. I wish.

Civea day in the lite of a black person with me. They want to qo about their day lust Fke
white people do. But the black person's day is not predictable. In between it all, they suffer

hate and ear and smotherin shade. The have to endure all

Students, parents and staff are all
invited to showcase their creative writing
skills. Inspired by the 2020 'Narrative Essay
Contest' we are cordially inviting EVERYONE
to write a 250-500 word piece about 'A
Meaningful Life experience'. Take a look here
and get writing.
Entries to Miss Carter in the Senior
School: alexandra.cutts@tauntonschool.
co.uk by the end of Spring Term.
Best entries will be published in our
summer 'Ink Blot' publication. Watch this
space also for external competitions...

this. Peo le make them

weak, hopeless and small. Apartheid allows this. But why? The black person must get on a
di erentbus. But wh ? The black erson must o todi erentschools and
an in
education! But why? In some houses, they even have to use separate plates and bowls! But
why? I wish that you, the people, would end this madness. I wish.

Let's remember Soweto. Remember the students that went on their parade to protest.
Those innocent children were brutally slain. On the 7thof December 1976. a black student.
nicknamed L, was collared by a military man simply because he was a black protestor! And
all over this country white people are lynchinq black people and never beinq charged for
sin. What does this show? It shows that under Aparthied blacks lives mean nothing!

Today, whites want to keep their superior privileqes, they want to possess all the power and
leave the blacks nothinq. But this is not the path we should follow! We can share, co-

operate, fiqht for freedom toqether! Turn your back on tear! Some people are too afraid to
be different. We are all different, and yet we are the same. How you ask? We are all humcm
Not animals! I wish that whites would stop beinq afraid of our differences. I wish

Isa a ain m nameisTiroandI standherebe re u to utan endto the

House Points

Apartheid! I wish that we could come toqether and fiqht for our rights to be equal
that we would change the wav the world is so that we can help not ast ourselves. but fvtvrg
generations! I wish.

GOLD

Rosey Cobbett – 7B
Heidi Martin – 6T

SILVER
Charlie Bull – 3H
Genevieve Grundy – 5H Jamie Foster – 4C
Poppy House – 4C
Ben South – 5H
Charlie Vile – 7V
Alex Hewer – 7V
Sonny Mansfield – 4P
Erin Whitelam – 7B
Liberty Moon – 5H
James Pullen – 5H
Lola Tarr – 7B
Tommy Cavill – 3H
Arthur Wilkinson – 7V
Helena Goudswaard – 5H
Ellie Lawrence – 5H
Aurelia Catton – 4F
Connie Burton – 4P
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Speech and Drama Festival
We have had the most fantastic week
at the first ever TPS Online Speech & Drama
Festival. All week, between Monday 1st
March and Friday 5th March, 64 TPS pupils
logged into Microsoft Teams to perform
live Speech & Drama pieces to a virtual
audience of staff, pupils and parents. Across
the week, the standard of performance was
outstanding and it was a lovely opportunity
for our Speech & Drama pupils to perform
their pieces live (from home) to celebrate
their amazing accomplishments in online
Performing Arts this term. This online event
was a fantastic replacement for the cancelled Taunton Drama
Festival, which we all really enjoy participating in each year.
The TPS Online Drama Festival was run entirely live and
online through a dedicated Microsoft Teams group, where staff,
pupils and parents could log in every afternoon, between 4.00pm
and 5.00pm, to watch the children take it in turns to perform their
poems, monologues, duologues and stories in each virtual class.
It was a truly wonderful experience to feel as though we
were all sitting in a theatre together every afternoon and it really
gave us our live performance buzz after a long absence. Each and
every pupil who performed, represented the school’s Speech &
Drama brilliantly and it was lovely to see them get praise from the
online audience (mostly through the new Teams emoji applause!)
for their exceptionally hard work.
A huge thanks to Mrs Hornsby and Mrs Brett, who helped
to make the festival possible and ensure that the children’s pieces
were polished and outstanding. A huge congratulations is also

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

deserved by the children who performed, you are all doing
wonderful things for Taunton Prep School Speech & Drama and it
was lovely to see that even lockdown can’t stop you performing!
You are all ‘virtual superstars’!
Alastair Kirby
What a fabulous idea to replace the cancelled Taunton and
Somerset Drama Festival with our very own Taunton School Online
Drama Fest. May I take this opportunity to thank Mr Kirby and Mrs
Brett for their total commitment and inspirational teaching during
this difficult year.
We will be sad to see Mrs Brett leave on Friday. On behalf of
the Performing Arts staff and the Speech and Drama children, I would
like to wish Mrs Brett every happiness, success and good health for the
future. Thank you.
Jayne Hornsby
Head of Music and Performing Arts

The Prep and Pre-Prep Courier
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Dance Showcase
Well done to all the dancers who put
together videos for the TPS Online Dance
Showcase. Be amazed, be dazzled! You
should all be very proud of yourselves.
Enjoy the show.
Watch the fabulous dancers
in action here - https://vimeo.
com/519411432
Lucy Hartland- Mann, Dance
Teacher

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME
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England Role For Marcus Trescothick
Congratulations to Marcus Trescothick for his appointment as the
new Elite Batting Coach for the England team.
We are thrilled to say that Marcus will continue in his role as
Development Cricket Coach at Taunton School.
We are incredibly fortunate to have a coach of Marcus' calibre as
part of our team and would like to thank him for his continued
commitment to our school.
We’ve been chatting to Marcus about his new appointment and
what he enjoys most about coaching at Taunton School.
Lee Glaser, Headmaster of Taunton School says: ‘I am delighted
Marcus’ coaching ability has been recognised with this prestigious
appointment. I have no doubt that he will be a great success. He
is a cricketing legend and a fantastic role model and I am pleased,
and proud, that he will continue in his role at Taunton School.’

What are you most looking forward to about your new
role with England?
I’m really looking forward to working and improving the best young players in the country. I am hoping I can give them the help
they need to progress and perform at the top.

What do you think will be the most challenging aspect of it?
I will be challenged in many different areas but I think not being involved with Somerset will be a test for me. Having been there
for nearly 30 years it will be strange not to be around the club.

We are really pleased that you will be remaining as part of the coaching team at Taunton School, why is this role
important to you?
I really like working at school, it has given me a great grounding in which I have learnt to coach in different areas. As with all
coaching to see players learn, improve and succeed is a real joy, and over my time while working at school I’ve seen many
different children grow. That is like scoring a hundred to me now.

What do you enjoy most about working with our students?
Working with the students is great, some are funny, some are
cheeky but all are respectful. When you teach someone a new
skill and they have success the look on their face is all you need
to see. What pleases me the most is when you see the boys and
girls playing within the same team and the respect they show each
other.

How does your approach differ between coaching at elite
level and school level and in what ways is it the same?
For me working at Elite level is easier than teaching or coaching
at school. I have been working with elite players for many a year
so the language I use to communicate is very much built around
that. When I started working at school I had to work really hard at
changing the approach and communication style to make things
simpler. That really helped me grow and improve because I had
to learn something new. I have been fortunate to work closely
with our Director of Cricket Pete Sanderson for many years and I
could ask questions and learn from watching him because he has
many years of experience I could tap into. The school is lucky to
have someone like Pete with such a vast array of knowledge. What
doesn’t change is my approach to how a team and players should
conduct themselves, especially in the senior school. Play hard, play
fair, be respectful and have fun.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME
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Meet Reception Teacher Chantelle Wallace
What is your job role and which age groups do you work
with?
I am a Reception teacher in the Pre-Prep.

When did you start at Taunton School and what did you
do before?
I started teaching at Taunton School in 2016. Previously, I worked
in a village primary school teaching in Year 2 before moving into
Reception.

What led you into teaching?
Before going to university, I helped in a local pre-school and
worked in the breakfast and after school club of my local village
primary school. After completing my history degree, I decided that
I wanted to pursue a career in teaching and completed my PGCE.
I have always really enjoyed working with children and feel
passionate about helping them achieve their full potential,
supporting them to become happy, independent life-long learners
who are kind and motivated to be the best they can be.

Who inspires you?
My dad – from an early age, he instilled in me the importance of
working hard, being kind, and the value of treating others how
you would like to be treated.

What do you enjoy most about your job?
The children – they make me smile on a daily basis and I feel very
lucky to have played a small part in their learning journey. Seeing
the children learn new things, feel proud and excited by their
achievements, and watch their personalities develop is incredibly
rewarding.

What do you find most challenging?
During the past year, it has been the lack of face to face
interactions with the children and my colleagues, as well as family
and friends.

How do you switch off from work at the end of the day?
Some days, my husband will manage to drag me out for an
evening run, but more often than not, it is with a cup of tea,
chocolate and something good on the television.

Quick fire questions now…
Favourite film Lion King (the original), brings back childhood
memories.

Favourite book Anything with a good twist that keeps you
guessing.

Hobbies Going for long walks, running, finding rooms to
redecorate in our house and catching up with friends.
Any pets? Not currently, but we are looking forward to getting a
dog one day

Favourite singers/bands Bastille, Robbie Williams, George Ezra,
Coldplay – anyone really who releases songs that I can sing along
to in the car or whilst cooking.

Favourite TV programmes/series Any new BBC/ITV drama.
A current guilty pleasure is ‘Married at First Sight Australia’, but
perhaps I should not admit to that!

Any claims to fame – posing as I washed a car (age 3) for a
Honda Car brochure … a very loose claim to fame!

A tip for surviving lockdown Long FaceTime calls with family
and friends, Zoom quizzes and lots of walks!

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME
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Weekly Awards
22nd February Awards

Learners of the Week

Learners of the Week

Learners of the Week

Fedor Demochka – for working very well
in all EAL lessons, consistently handing in
work of a high standard. He has pushed
himself to use more descriptive language
in his writing and is to be congratulated
for his efforts and hard work.

Evie Linden - for an excellent attitude to
your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Atul Gudsoorkar - for an excellent
attitude to your studies with remote
learning, you have shown perseverance,
enthusiasm and a great deal of
independence and collaboration.

Johnny Chiu - for an excellent attitude to
your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Thomas Dutton - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Rosey Cobbett - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Robbie Eckley - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Nicolas Du Toit - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Xavier Flay - for an excellent attitude to
your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Heryck Gallimore - for an excellent
attitude to your studies with remote
learning, you have shown perseverance,
enthusiasm and a great deal of
independence and collaboration.

Alex Hewer– for an excellent attitude to
your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Thomas Gendall– for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Jake Maloney - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Charis Gladwin - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Kristofer Maskell - for an excellent
attitude to your studies with remote
learning, you have shown perseverance,
enthusiasm and a great deal of
independence and collaboration.

Bryn Graddon - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Thomas Parsons - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Wilbur Grundy - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Maddie Berry - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

Barnaby Roberts - for his amazing well
researched and very informative work on
his historical timeline.
Brook Kirtland - for keeping his work at
such a high standard of presentation and
detail!
Louis Ayrinhac - for continuing to aim
high and remaining positive through
remote learning.
Genevieve Grundy - for continuing
to work hard, be independent and
challenge herself during remote learning.
Sam Burns - for continuing to try his best
and remaining positive during remote
learning
Rohan Narang - for fantastic graphics
work and consistent high standards of
work.
Harry Simpson - for producing a number
of high standard pieces of work in DT
including the birdbox 3D drawing and
the mindmap.
Tom Webb - for an excellent final design
and consistently high standard of
graphics.
Leila Imm - for excellent graphics and
explanation of final design.
Amarra Beviss - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.
Alice Boyce - for an excellent attitude to
your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.
Luca Gregory - for an excellent attitude
to your studies with remote learning, you
have shown perseverance, enthusiasm
and a great deal of independence and
collaboration.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

Matilda White - for a fantastic newspaper
report in English using ambitious
vocabulary.
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Weekly Awards
22nd February Awards continued

Learners of the Week

Word Millionaires

Actors of the Week

Saffron Masters - for a fantastic
newspaper report in English using
ambitious vocabulary.

Oliver Hill

Aurelia Catton - for performing with
skill and enthusiasm in the Year 3 and 4
Drama Club video performance.

Katrina McAllister - for a great 3D design
with much detail.

Emma Mason
Ben South

Monique Du Toit – top marks for a super
final design on the bird box project!

Sportswomen/Sportsmen
of the Week

Samuel Martin - for improved
independence and positivity in his
writing.

Florence Legg - for effort and
determination with the Distance Sports
Challenge.

Nalaney Petersen - for consistently
displaying fantastic effort and ambition in
Maths during the first half of term.

Theo Winsor - for effort and
determination with the Distance Sports
Challenge.

Harriet Phillips - for consistently
displaying fantastic effort and ambition in
Maths during the first half of term.

William South - for effort and
determination with the Distance Sports
Challenge.

Ben Porter - for consistently displaying
fantastic effort and ambition in Maths
during the first half of term.

Lola Tarr - for successfully completing the
Sports Scholars Virtual Treasure Hunt.

Jasmine Bolland - for consistently
displaying fantastic effort and ambition in
Maths during the first half of term.
Zach Pitman - for consistently displaying
fantastic effort and ambition in Maths
during the first half of term.
Charlotte Webber - for consistently
displaying fantastic effort and ambition in
Maths during the first half of term.
Holly Evans - for consistently displaying
fantastic effort and ambition in Maths
during the first half of term.
Emma Mason - for writing such powerful
and inspiring speeches about ending
Apartheid and also for performing it so
passionately too.
Ellie Lawrence - for writing such powerful
and inspiring speeches about ending
Apartheid and also for performing it so
passionately too.

Dylan Holberry - for successfully
completing the Sports Scholars Virtual
Treasure Hunt.
Samia Johnson - for successfully
completing the Sports Scholars Virtual
Treasure Hunt.
Erin Whitelam - for successfully
completing the Sports Scholars Virtual
Treasure Hunt.
Forest White – for effort and
determination with the Distance Sports
Challenge.

Isabelle Read - for performing with skill
and enthusiasm in the Year 3 and 4
Drama Club video performance.
Finty Gallimore - for performing with
skill and enthusiasm in the Year 3 and 4
Drama Club video performance.

Dancers of the Week
Ruby Cottrell - for a superb performance
in our Year 8 Showcase, setting an
excellent example to younger aspiring
dancers.
Ava Leach - for a superb performance in
our Year 8 Showcase, setting an excellent
example to younger aspiring dancers.

Musicians of the Week
Emily Dempsey - for making a really
positive start to her violin lessons.
Elena Onesti - for making excellent
progress on the violin, setting herself
challenges and achieving them.

Citizens of the Week

Special Mention

Dulcie Catton - for displaying great
positivity and creativity in your role as our
form tutor during these difficult times.

To the whole of Year 3 for their hard
work in English writing excellent
newspaper reports and creative
volcano shape poems.

Charlotte Perrone - for showing great
kindness in making a origami flowers for
people in a residential home.

Well
Done!
#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

Daisy Gregory - for performing with
skill and enthusiasm in the Year 3 and 4
Drama Club video performance.
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Weekly Awards
1st March Awards

Learners of the Week

Learners of the Week

Word Millionaires

Adrien Moreau– for always participating in
weekly Form Time activities positively and
willingly!

Manuela Phelpin – for her very hard work
on her newspaper report. Manuela has
drafted a well-written report using all the
key features of a newspaper article and
presented it well using her ICT skills.

Eloise Bennett

Mael Dalbavie – for a superb written
fact-file on the Arctic Ermine. It was very
interesting and full of amazing facts.

Sportswomen/Sportsmen
of the Week

Tommy Cavill - for aiming high in his Maths
lessons during remote learning.

Olivia Day - for showing positivity in games
throughout remote learning.

Charlie Bull - for increased independence
and developing his use of technology.

Elena Onesti – for a great effort in the
distance challenge.

Harry Simpson – for showing continued
determination, creativity and ambition in
French and German lessons this term.

Katie Sercombe – for showing positivity in
games throughout remote learning.

James Sercombe - for always participating
in weekly Form Time activities positively
and willingly!
Lewis Walters - for always participating in
weekly Form Time activities positively and
willingly!
Henry Mico - for increased focus and aiming
high.
Valentin Bala - for showing continued
ambition and pride in French work this
term.
Harrison Webb - for continuing to show
a positive, determined and enthusiastic
approach towards his learning this term.

Ted Maloney – for an amazing effort with
his still life drawing.

Harriet Lawrence .- for showing persistence
and determination in her remote learning.

Helena Goudswarrd – for great work in
science on Space

Jamie Abbott - for showing great
perseverance with remote learning.

Jack Von Looy – for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Eva Ardley - for showing great perseverance
with remote learning.

Henry Woodley - for an excellent market
stall design in DT.

Ivy Wreford - for an excellent graphic design
piece on a market stall design.

Jack Macey - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Matilda White - for striving to improve her
investigation write-ups to the point that
they are now first class.

Sophie Evans - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Elspeth Craik
Louis Ayrinhac

William South - for showing great
independence and effort in games.
Olive Tarr - for showing great independence
and effort in games.
Oscar Coleman – for fantastic effort and
determination in the sports challenges
during remote learning.
Theo Thompson - for fantastic effort and
determination in the sports challenges
during remote learning.
Lily Blackwell - for fantastic effort and
determination in the sports challenges
during remote learning.

Elspeth Craik - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Actors of the Week

Lucas Baker - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Genevieve Grundy - for showing pride and
enthusiasm in Drama.

Emily Miller – for showing consistent effort
and ambition with French this term.

Bella Vile - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Josie Hanson - for showing pride and
enthusiasm in Drama.

Samia Johnson - for showing consistent
effort and determination in both French
and German this term.

Myla Tarr - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Eloise Bennett - for showing pride and
enthusiasm in Drama.

Ben South - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Diya Painuly - for showing pride and
enthusiasm in Drama.

James Pullen - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Olivia Brackstone - for showing pride and
enthusiasm in Drama.

Louis Ayrinhac - for an excellent market stall
design in DT.

Musicians of the Week

Ben Goddard - For always demonstrating
a positive attitude in English, showing
ambition, drive and determination to
improve.

Aidan Titchener - for showing great
determination and ambition in German
lessons this term.
Emily Vernon - for showing consistent
ambition and determination to complete
your French work to a high standard all
term.
Ethan Li - for showing great imagination and
creativity with his application of French.
Sonny Mansfield - for showing great
independence and pride in his work especially
in his humanities work. Well done Sonny.

#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

Citizens of the Week
Joseph Lucas - for showing leadership,
using initiative and guiding his group
well during breakout room activities.

Harry Way - for showing pride in his music
skills and for showing excellent inspirational
guidance to younger musicians.
Emily Vernon - For setting herself high
challenges and achieving excellent results,
particularly in a recent online Grade 5
Singing Exam.
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MusicalActivities
Activities
Musical
8.00 –
8.20 am

8.20 –
8.55am

12.35 –
1.05pm

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Y7 Vocal Ensemble

Y8 Vocal Ensemble

Y8 Vocal Ensemble

Y5 Vocal Ensemble

Y6 Vocal Ensemble

CH

Cello Ensemble

Wind Band

Dance studio

UMR/CH/Dance Studio

Woodwind Ensemble
Sports Hall

Y5-8 Boys Choir
1pm – 1.30pm

String Orchestra
CH
New Kids on the Glock
Dance Studio

Brass Ensemble
CH

UMR

Guitar Ensemble
CH
Grade 5 Theory

Music/Drama
Scholars –
Performance
Masterclass

Gifted and Talented
String Players
Games

Dance Studio

Chime Bars
Ensemble UMR

CH

Horn Ensemble

Y3-4 Recorders

4.05–
5.15pm

Music Technology

CH

UMR

Spring Term 2021

Dance Activities
Monday

Tuesday

Lunch (1)
12.35 1.00

Dance Scholars
Dance Studio
Grade 2 Ballet
Centenary Hall
Tap (2)
Dance Studio
Pre-Prep

A@er
School
Clubs

Thursday

Friday

Tap (1)
Dance Studio

8.00am –
8.20am

Lunch (2)
1.00 1.35

Wednesday

Musical Theatre
Y 3-6 Centenary Hall
Grade 1 Ballet
Dance Studio

Drama
Activities
#STAYINGSAFEATHOME

Boys Street Dance
Centenary Hall

Pre-Prep
Y 7&8 Jazz Dance
Dance Studio

Drama
Y5 & 6

Y 7&8 Contemporary
Centenary Hall

Y 3&4 Jazz Dance
Centenary Hall

TS Dance
Old Gym

Drama
Y3 & 4

Y 5&6 Jazz Dance
Centenary Hall

Primary Ballet
Dance Studio

Pre-Prep
Grade 5 Ballet
Dance Studio

Grade 3 Ballet
Dance Studio

Drama
Y7 & 8
Autumn Term 2020

